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Discrimination between spoken words composed of overlapping elements, such as “captain” and

“captive,” relies on sensitivity to unique combinations of prefix and suffix elements that span a

“uniqueness point” where the word candidates diverge. To model such combinatorial processing,

adult female zebra finches were trained to discriminate between target and distractor syllable sequen-

ces that shared overlapping “contextual” prefixes and differed only in their “informative” suffixes.

The transition from contextual to informative syllables thus created a uniqueness point analogous to

that present between overlapping word candidates, where targets and distractors diverged. It was

found that target recognition depended not only on informative syllables, but also on contextual syl-

lables that were shared with distractors. Moreover, the influence of each syllable depended on prox-

imity to the uniqueness point. Birds were then trained birds with targets and distractors that shared

both prefix and suffix sequences and could only be discriminated by recognizing unique combina-

tions of those sequences. Birds learned to robustly discriminate target and distractor combinations

and maintained significant discrimination when the local transitions from prefix to suffix were dis-

rupted. These findings indicate that birds, like humans, combine information across temporally dis-

tributed features, spanning contextual and informative elements, in recognizing and discriminating

word-like stimuli. VC 2018 Acoustical Society of America. https://doi.org/10.1121/1.5050910

[AMS] Pages: 872–884

I. INTRODUCTION

Human speech consists of a relatively small set of pho-

nemes combined in sequences to form an enormous corpus

of meaningful utterances (Hauser et al., 2002). Though

speech comprehension requires aggregating information

across a range of time scales, word recognition is one exam-

ple where sequence combinations are essential. To recognize

a spoken word, human listeners must map an incoming

sequence of acoustic elements onto internal representations

of known word candidates and decide which candidate is

consistent with the auditory sequence (Marslen-Wilson,

1987). The neural processes underlying auditory word recog-

nition are poorly understood (DeWitt and Rauschecker,

2012), in part because of the difficulty in carrying out mech-

anistic studies in human subjects, and the lack of animal

models for lexical processing. Here, we set out to model

multi-syllabic word recognition in a non-human animal by

training zebra finches (ZFs) to discriminate naturalistic,

word-like, song motifs and testing whether and how birds’

behavioral responses exhibit dependencies on stimulus fea-

tures that parallel aspects of human word processing.

Birdsongs are rare examples of non-human animal

vocalizations that contain complex spectrotemporal sequen-

ces similar to multi-syllabic human words (Doupe and Kuhl,

1999). The ZF song occurs in “motifs” that, like words, con-

sist of discrete identifiable “syllables” that are organized in

stereotyped sequences lasting hundreds of milliseconds

(Brainard and Doupe, 2002; Doupe and Kuhl, 1999;

Greenberg et al., 2003). Songs are ethologically relevant in

that birds naturally recognize individual identity based on

the acoustic structure of the song (Woolley and Doupe,

2008; Reibel, 2009). Moreover, birds readily can be trained

in operant paradigms to recognize and differentiate song

stimuli (Cynx, 1993; Scharff et al., 1998; Gentner, 2008;

Nagel et al., 2010). Previous studies demonstrate that ZFs

are highly sensitive to the local acoustic structure of sylla-

bles (Braaten et al., 2006; Vernaleo and Dooling, 2011;

Dooling and Prior, 2017), but ZFs and other songbirds can

also learn to classify songs according to the sequencing of

both syllables and motifs (Chen and ten Cate, 2015; Chen

et al., 2015; van Heijningen et al., 2013; Comins and

Gentner, 2013; Gentner et al., 2006; ten Cate, 2018). These

indications that ZFs are sensitive to both local acoustic fea-

tures and more global sequential organization of stimuli sug-

gest that they could serve as a good model for studying

aspects of word recognition.

We focus specifically on processes engaged in recogniz-

ing a given “target” word among a cohort of alternatives that

a)Portions of this work were presented in “Selective responses in the zebra

finch auditory cortex reflect the time course of salient information” at the

Society of Neuroscience Annual Meeting, Washington DC, November

2014 and “Sequence context influences behavioral recognition of and neu-

ral responses to familiar courtship song in zebra finches” at the

Association for Research in Otolaryngology Annual Meeting, Baltimore,

MD, February 2017.
b)Deceased June 7, 2018.
c)Deceased October 24, 2014.
d)Electronic mail: msb@phy.ucsf.edu
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share overlapping features. In the case of multi-syllabic

word recognition, humans attend to local features (phonemes

and syllables), but also rely on combinations of these ele-

ments in temporal sequences ranging from hundreds of milli-

seconds to seconds (Marslen-Wilson, 1987). While some

words are distinguished by elements that are unique to a tar-

get word, most words are combinations of elements that

overlap with other possible candidates (Marslen-Wilson,

1987). For example, the initial utterance “cap” (/kaep/) could

indicate any of a set of possible words such as “capital,”

“captive,” “caption,” or “capricious.” Only when the listener

subsequently hears the utterance “tain” (/tIn/), for instance,

can the sequence be identified as “captain,” and the other

possible candidates rejected (Zwitserlood and Schriefers,

1995). The first phoneme at which a phonetic sequence is

consistent with only a single candidate, in this case “tain”,

has been termed the uniqueness point (UP; Marslen-Wilson

and Tyler, 1980). The prefix of a multi-syllabic word (pre-

ceding the UP) can be defined as temporal “context” since it

is shared among multiple candidates. But attending to this

context is also required to prevent confusion with other

words that share the same suffix; for example, the context

“cap” (/kaep/), enables distinction between “captain”

(/kaep/-/tIn/) and a cohort of other words that share the suffix

/tin/, such as “cretin” (/krE/-/tIn/). Thus, in these examples,

sequential combinations of phonemes preceding and follow-

ing the UP are critical to word recognition because each

potential target shares overlapping segments with other possi-

ble candidates.

These studies of human word recognition indicate the

importance of combinatorial processing of sound segments.

Listeners must attend to initial acoustic elements preceding

the UP that may be shared among a set of possible word

candidates, but recognition of a specific target word requires

combining information from this contextual prefix with

acoustic elements following the UP. While processing of

such temporally extended sequence combinations is required

to identify specific words, humans carry this out in a rapid

and automatic fashion that does not require conscious aware-

ness of the analysis and integration of information preceding

and following the UP (Marslen-Wilson, 1987). Nevertheless,

several lines of experiments indicate that the UP plays a

privileged role in mapping phoneme sequences onto internal

representations of specific words (Marslen-Wilson and

Tyler, 1980); in particular, both direct (Marslen-Wilson,

1984; Marslen-Wilson and Tyler, 1980) and indirect

(Marslen-Wilson and Zwitserlood, 1989; Radeau et al.,
1989) measures show that word recognition is temporally

locked to the initial acoustic features following the UP.

Moreover, though evidence for the prominence of the UP in

the processing of fluent speech remains mixed (Balling,

2010), recent studies suggest that word-specific neural activ-

ity is aligned to the UP (Kocagoncu et al., 2017; Zhuang

et al., 2014).

Given these observations for human word recognition,

we were interested in testing whether birds challenged with

an analogous recognition task would similarly combine

information about local acoustic features and their more

global sequential organization in order to differentiate word-

like targets from a cohort of distractors composed of over-

lapping elements. We additionally wondered whether bird

target recognition, like human word recognition, would

exhibit a pronounced sensitivity to UPs in the stimuli that

corresponded to the earliest acoustic features that enabled

discrimination of targets from distractors.

To examine whether ZF motif discrimination exhibits

these features of human word recognition, we trained birds in

an operant paradigm to respond to a particular target motif

and suppress responses to a cohort of distractor motifs in a

go/no-go task. We then systematically probed birds’ utiliza-

tion of individual syllables and syllable combinations in

responding to the targets. In experiment 1, we tested whether

birds based their responses solely on syllables that were

explicitly “informative” about the target compared to the dis-

tractors, or whether their responses also depended on combi-

nations of experimentally defined contextual and informative

syllables. In experiment 2, we explicitly required birds to dis-

criminate between targets and distractors based on syllable

combinations, and examined how discrimination depends on

particular syllables and their sequential organization.

II. METHODS

A. Experiment 1

Five groups of birds (22 total) were trained to discrimi-

nate a single target motif from a set of distractor motifs. The

stimuli were all sequences of six syllables and were struc-

tured ABCXiYiZi, where letters indicate syllable identity.

All the motifs shared the three-syllable prefix ABC and were

distinguished by the three-syllable suffixes XiYiZi, which

were unique for the target and each distractor [Figs. 1(a) and

1(b)]. The prefix ABC was “contextual” in the sense that it

did not help to distinguish the target from the distractors.

Four birds in each of Groups 1–3 (12 total) were trained on a

round-robin in which individual syllables in the contextual

(ABC), target (XtYtZt), and distractor (XdiYdiZdi) positions

were rotated such that individual syllables served in context,

target, and distractor positions for different groups [Table

I(a)]. In Groups 1–3, the target was a fixed sequence XtYtZt

whereas the distractors had the six permutations each of

[Xdi,Ydi,Zdi] (36 distractors in total). Two additional groups

of 5 birds (Groups 5 and 6) were trained to discriminate one

target ABCXtYtZt from 30 distractors ABCXdiYdiZdi, where

each distractor contained a unique syllable string XdiYdiZdi

[Table I(b)]. Once birds reached a criterion level of perfor-

mance (less than 5% response to distractors and typically at

least 80% response to targets—see Fig. 1(d), % response

histograms at left), probes stimuli were presented in which

syllables and groups of syllables of the target motif were

omitted, substituted, or shifted in frequency. Probe stimuli

were randomly interleaved across these different types and

were presented on 10% of the trials. Responses to probe

stimuli were unrewarded (“contingency-neutral”): regardless

of response, birds received neither reward nor time out, and

could initiate a new trial after 5 s had elapsed. Results pre-

sented in Figs. 2–4 reflect responses to stimuli following the

initiation of probe trials.
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B. Experiment 2

Five birds were trained to discriminate two target motifs

(ABCDEF, uvwxyz) from two distractor motifs (uvwDEF,

ABCxyz). In this task, none of the syllables were individu-

ally informative about the identity of targets vs distractors,

and birds were required to combine features from the suffix

and the prefix [Fig. 5(a)]. The stimuli were balanced across

experiments such that the distractors for two of the birds

were the targets for the other three birds. Once birds reached

asymptotic performance [Fig. 5(b)], probe stimuli were

presented in which syllables in the target and distractor

motifs were substituted or shuffled in position.

C. Animals

Female ZFs were obtained from an in house breeding

colony, where they were raised along with male siblings by

their parents before graduating to single-sex group cages.

Beginning at 100 days old, females were isolated and placed

in operant conditioning (OC) boxes for behavioral training.

(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 1. (Color online) OC paradigm to examine the role of temporal context in behavioral discrimination of a target song motif. (a) Spectrograms of example

target and distractor motifs for one group in experiment 1. The prefix syllables (ABC, blue shading) were constant among all motifs for a particular bird,

whereas the informative syllables (XYZ, green and red shading) differed between the target (green) and each of the distractors (red). The UP occurs at the first

unique syllable position (UP, gray bar). (b) Schematic representation of target and distractor stimuli in experiment 1. Birds discriminated 1 target from 30 to

36 distractors (see text). (c) State diagram of the go/no-go operant task (see text). (d) Percent responses to target and distractor stimuli during initial learning

(trials 1–5000, expanded left) and probe presentation (trials 5000–40 000, compressed right) among n¼ 22 birds in experiment 1. Green curve: percent

responses to target motif. Red curve: mean percent response to distractors for each bird. Shading: 6SEM. Far right: histogram of each bird’s response to the

target (green) and distractor (red) motifs at the start of probe presentation. (e) Response latency distributions calculated with a bin size of 100 ms and normal-

ized by the number of trials presented (units: responses/second/trial) for the initial 1000 trials (left), second 1000 trials (middle), and all remaining trials (right),

each averaged across 22 birds. Green curves: response rate to the target motif. Red curves: response rate to the distractor motifs. Response times have been

aligned to the UP for each stimulus group (t¼ 0). Shading represents 6one standard error of the mean (SEM) among birds.

TABLE I. Syllables used to generate stimuli for experiment 1. (a) Thirty-six syllables were used to generate target and distractor stimuli for groups 1–3. For

each group, the prefix and target suffix consisted of three syllables in fixed string as indicated (fixed string denoted by 1–2–3). For each group, the distractor

suffixes were the six permutations of the six sets of syllables (set of syllables denoted by [1,2,3]), creating 36 distractors for each group. (b) Ninety-six sylla-

bles were used to generate the target and distractor stimuli for groups 4–5. For each group the target prefix and suffix consisted of the fixed strings indicated.

For each group, the distractor suffixes were the 30 fixed strings indicated for each group.

Prefix Target suffix Distractor suffixes Novel prefix

a: Stimuli for experiment 1 Groups 1–3

Group 1 1–2–3 10–11–12 [4,5,6], [13,14,15], [19,20,21], [22,23,24], [25,26–27], [28,29,30] 7–8–9

Group 2 4–5–6 13–14–15 [7,8,9], [16,17,18], [19,20,21], [22,23,24], [25,26,27], [28,29,30] 1–2–3

Group 3 7–8–9 16–17–18 [1,2,3], [10,11,12], [25,26,27], [28,29,30], [31,32,33], [34,35,36] 4–5–6

b: Stimuli for experiment 1 Groups 4–5

Group 4 1–2–3 4–5–6 7–8–9, 10–11–12, 13–14–15, 16–17–18, 19–20–21,…, 94–95–96 97–98–99

Group 5 1–2–3 10–11–12 4–5–6, 7–8–9, 13–14–15, 16–17–18, 19–20–21,…, 94–95–96 97–98–99

874 J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 144 (2), August 2018 Knowles et al.



All procedures conformed with the Institutional Animal

Care and Use Committee at UC San Francisco.

D. Operant system

Birds were placed in custom-built operant training boxes

containing a speaker, a song perch (SP), a response perch

(RP), light emitting diode lighting, and an automatic feeder.

The training apparatus was similar to that used in previous

studies (Gentner and Margoliash, 2003; Nagel et al., 2010).

The behavior task, including stimulus delivery and each of the

response contingencies illustrated in Fig. 1, was controlled by a

custom system designed and implemented in house. Birds were

housed in the behavior cages and performed approximately

500 to 2000 trials during each 12 h light cycle. Birds performed

the task to obtain food, but their weight and health was moni-

tored throughout training to make sure they were well fed.

Water was provided ad libitum.

E. Pretraining

Birds were initially trained on a series of pretraining

tasks lasting 3–5 days using practice stimuli. Birds first

learned to hop on the SP to trigger song playback then on the

RP to trigger the automatic feeder, then hop on the SP and

RP in sequence to access food. Once they were consistently

performing this task, birds began training on discrimination

tasks (Nagel et al., 2010).

F. Target discrimination task

In discrimination mode, birds were required to discrimi-

nate between target and distractor motifs [Fig. 1(c)]. Birds

(a)

(b)

FIG. 2. (Color online) Manipulations of both contextual and informative syl-

lables affect behavioral responses. (a) Probe stimuli in which the informative

syllables were omitted (top), the contextual syllables were omitted (middle),

and the contextual syllables were substituted (bottom). Response rate for

these probe stimuli is shown in black. Response rate for target stimuli (green)

and distractor stimuli (red) are superimposed on each plot for comparison.

For each stimulus, the response latency distribution was calculated with a bin

size of 100 ms and normalized by the number of trials (responses/trial/s).

Behavioral responses have been aligned to the UP (time 0) for each group,

and are plotted aligned to the spectrograms for group 1. The contextual and

informative syllables have been shaded blue and green, respectively. Error

shadings reflect mean response 6SEM across 22 birds. (b) Percent response

of each bird to each stimulus divided by the response to the target. Row 1:

Target (green); row 2: distractors (red); row 3: omission of informative sylla-

bles. Row 4: omission of the contextual syllables. Row 5: substitution of the

contextual syllables. Colored x’s indicate individual bird means. Heavy black

lines indicate mean 6SEM across birds. For each stimulus, green *’s indicate

significant difference from target response and red x’s indicate significant

difference from distractor responses (sign-rank; p< 0.01).

(a)

(b)

FIG. 3. (Color online) Syllable position relative to the UP determines influ-

ence on responses. (a) Responses to probes in which each syllable in each

position was replaced with silence (n¼ 22 except for omission of syllable

A, n¼ 12). Individual and group data are normalized as in Fig. 2. Green *’s

indicate significant difference from target response; red x’s indicate signifi-

cant difference from distractor responses (sign-rank; p< 0.01). (b) Summary

of responses to syllable omission probes across groups of birds trained on

stimuli with the UP in position 2 (orange; ABXiYiZiC; n¼ 2), position 3

(black; ABCXiYiZi; n¼ 22), and position 4 (pink; ABCDXiYi; n¼ 2).

Across experiments and UP positions, birds showed a consistent weighting

of each syllable based on its position relative to the UP (onset of syllable X

in each case, indicated by a colored square around the UP syllable position

for that group). See text for statistical analyses. See supplementary material

for data from individual birds trained with the UP in positions 2 and 4.1
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initiated a trial by hopping on the SP, which triggered play-

back of a stimulus. Birds could respond anytime up to 5 s

after trial initiation by hopping on the RP. On target trials,

hopping on the RP triggered the feeder to deliver a seed

reward for 5 s. On distractor trials hopping on the RP trig-

gered a timeout period of 30–90 s in which the box light was

extinguished and all perches were inactivated.

G. Stimuli

Motifs were generated from a database of syllables

extracted from ZF songs. A 10 ms exponential ramp was

applied and syllables were adjusted to a constant root-mean-

square. Motifs were presented at 70 dB sound pressure level.

Motifs consisted of six syllables with durations ranging from

50 to 200 ms, separated by 50 ms gaps.

H. Analysis

Behavioral responses were recorded along with all other

events by the behavior controller software and saved to Json

text files that were loaded into MATLAB. In all figures, error

bars for group data represent standard error of the mean

across birds. All analyses and statistical calculations were

performed using custom software written in MATLAB. For

plots showing response latencies, latency distributions were

calculated with a bin size of 100 ms and normalized by the

number of trials presented (units: responses/second/trial),

such that the area under each curve corresponds to the per-

cent response rate for the corresponding stimulus.

III. RESULTS

A. Experiment 1

We first trained ZFs in an operant procedure that

required the recognition of a single target motif from a

cohort of partially overlapping distractors. In experiment 1,

ZFs learned to respond to a target of the form ABCXtYtZt

FIG. 4. (Color online) Responses to frequency-shifted syllables demonstrate

tuning to individual syllables in context. (a) Illustration of probe stimuli

with frequency shifted renditions of individual syllables. In this example,

the syllable X has been shifted down (left) and up (right) by 0.125 octaves.

Red arrows point to corresponding harmonics of each syllable to illustrate

the magnitude of the shift. (b) Mean percent target response among birds to

probes in which each of syllables B, C, X, and Y were omitted (left) or

replaced with frequency shifted renditions (right). One group of birds

(n¼ 6) was presented with grossly shifted renditions ranging from 60.125

to 60.5 octaves (dotted lines and x’s). Another group of birds (n¼ 10) were

presented with narrowly shifted renditions (solid lines and circles). Blue:

syllable B; Purple: C; light green: X; dark green: Y. (c) Responses for all

birds (n¼ 16) for 60.125 octave shifts of each syllable. Responses to stim-

uli with shifts of X were less than responses to all other shifted stimuli, and

responses to stimuli with shifts of Y and C were less than responses to stim-

uli with shifts of B (p< 0.01 in all cases). (d) Bandwidth of tuning curves

for each syllable at 75% of target response (red line). Bandwidth for shifts

of X and Y were significantly less than bandwidths for shifts of C and B

(p< 0.01 and p< 0.05, respectively).

FIG. 5. (Color online) Behavioral paradigm to test sensitivity to sequence

combinations. (a) Stimuli for experiment 2. Birds were trained to discrimi-

nate targets ABCDEF and uvwxyz from distractors uvwDEF and abcXYZ

(letters denote distinct syllables). (b) Left: percent response to target and dis-

tractor combinations over the course of learning in experiment 2. Birds were

first trained to discriminate each target combination one at a time from the

distractor combinations, before discriminating both targets from both dis-

tractors. Right: histogram of each bird’s percent response to targets and dis-

tractors at asymptotic performance. (c) Response rate over time for an

example bird in experiment 2. Plots represent mean and 95% confidence

intervals for the mean.
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and suppress responses to 30–36 distractors of the form

ABCXdiYdiZdi [Figs. 1(a)–1(c); see Sec. II]. The letters here

denote syllables, which were fixed (ABC) or variable

(XiYiZi) across stimuli. The structure of these stimuli made

syllables in the suffix positions XiYiZi explicitly informative

because they indicated the identity of the stimulus as a target

vs distractor, and the prefix positions ABC contextual since

they did not. Thus, this paradigm models the discrimination

among a set of words that differ in their final segments but

share a common initial segment (such as captain and

captive).

Birds learned to respond reliably to the targets and sup-

press responses to the distractors within �3000 trials [Fig.

1(d)]. Across 22 birds trained in experiment 1 we computed

the percentage of trials on which birds responded correctly

to the target [Fig. 1(d), green] and incorrectly to the distrac-

tors [Fig. 1(d), red]. Initially, birds responded with high

probability to both targets and distractors. Correspondingly,

birds received a food reward on a high proportion of target

trials, but experienced time out periods on a majority of dis-

tractor trials. Over the course of training, birds maintained

high levels of responding to targets, but gradually learned to

suppress responses to distractors, such that good asymptotic

performance was achieved by about 3000 trials. Once birds

reached a criterion level of performance (distractor response

<5%), we presented probe stimuli in which syllables in the

target motif were omitted, replaced with novel syllables, or

spectrally shifted, in order to assess sensitivity of target

responses to different stimulus features.

1. Response latencies reflect learned sensitivity to the
UP

Similar to the case of multi-syllabic words, the ordering

of syllables ABCXiYiZi created a clear point in the sequence

when birds begin to receive information about motif identity

(the transition from C to Xi). We define this position as the

UP [Fig. 1(a)]. The UP in this task is analogous to UPs in

spoken word recognition (Marslen-Wilson, 1987); in each

case the UP is the position in an auditory sequence at which

acoustic information uniquely differentiates a word or motif

from other candidates in the lexicon. Because the UP is

hypothesized to play a prominent role in word discrimina-

tion, we were interested in the extent to which the presence

of the UP in our stimuli similarly contributed differentially

to shaping target responses.

We first assessed how the timing of the UP related to

the latency of behavioral responses. Birds were allowed to

respond to target and distractor stimuli at any time up to 5 s

from trial initiation. The response time might reflect both the

progression of learning and the features of the stimulus to

which birds learn to attend in deciding to respond. In particu-

lar, to successfully discriminate targets from distractors,

birds must learn to wait at least until the UP (syllable X),

when acoustic differences between the target and distractors

first occur. However, since birds were not required to

respond quickly, it might be advantageous to listen to the

entire stimulus before responding.

At the beginning of the discrimination task [Fig. 1(e),

trials 1–1000], responses sometimes occurred during the

playback of contextual syllables (ABC), prior to the UP.

Since there is no information present in the contextual

syllables that differentiates targets from distractors, it is not

surprising that this period includes a high proportion of

incorrect responses to distractors [Fig. 1(d)]. As birds

learned to respond to the target and suppress responses to

distractors, the latency distribution shifted such that birds

only responded after the UP [green lines, Fig. 1(e), trials

1001–2000 and 2001–end]. This demonstrates that birds

learned to withhold responses until after the UP, as required

to successfully discriminate targets from distractors.

However, birds did not typically wait until the last informa-

tive syllable (Z) before responding. Rather, on many trials,

responses were initiated shortly after the UP and before the

end of the stimulus. This suggests that birds weigh heavily

the first informative syllable following the UP relative to

other informative syllables in generating target responses.

This possibility was further assessed (see below) by measur-

ing responses to probe stimuli in which both contextual and

informative syllables in each position were systematically

manipulated.

2. Both contextual syllables and informative syllables
contributed to target responses

We designed the stimuli in experiment 1 so that birds

had to utilize the informative syllables (XiYiZi) to discrimi-

nate targets from distractors. After birds reached asymptotic

performance, we confirmed that target responses depended

on these informative syllables by measuring responses to

probe stimuli that contained the contextual prefix, ABC, but

omitted the informative suffix, XtYtZt. The rate of respond-

ing to these stimuli was very low, and not significantly

different from the rate of responding to distractor stimuli

[Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), “ABC___”].

The contextual syllables (ABC) provided no information

that differentiates targets from distractors, so that birds did

not need to attend to these syllables in order to differentiate

targets from distractors. However, we hypothesized that if

birds learned to recognize targets and distractors as word-

like sequences, then target responses might depend on the

appropriate combination of both contextual prefixes and infor-

mative suffixes. Indeed, we found that omission of the contex-

tual syllables, ABC, nearly eliminated target responses; the

response to XtYtZt when presented in isolation was only 10%

of target response [r(XtYtZt) ¼ 10%; Figs. 2(a) and 2(b),

“___XYZ”].

It could be that birds required sound in the positions

normally occupied by contextual syllables but were not sen-

sitive to the specific acoustic properties of the contextual syl-

lables. To test this, we substituted novel syllables DEF in the

positions normally occupied by ABC for each group of birds.

The presence of novel syllables in the contextual positions

rescued responses significantly compared to omitting the

contextual syllables, but responses to stimuli with novel syl-

lables in contextual positions were only 40% of those to the

original target [r(DEFXtYtZt)¼ 40%; Figs. 2(a) and 2(b),
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“DEFXYZ”]. These results indicate that the contextual sylla-

bles influenced responses to the informative syllables, even

though there was no information in the contextual syllables

that differed between targets and distractors. They suggest

that in generating target responses, birds normally listen for

the presence of combinations of syllables that span both the

contextual prefix and informative suffix.

3. Birds demonstrated a systematic weighting
of syllables based on proximity to the UP

To measure how individual syllables influenced target

responses, we presented probe stimuli in which syllables in

each position were manipulated one at a time (Fig. 3).

Omitting any of the informative syllables significantly

reduced target responses. However, the magnitude of reduc-

tion depended on the position of the syllable that was omit-

ted. Omitting the first informative syllable, X, had the largest

effect, reducing the response rate to 12% of the target

response rate, while omitting Y and Z reduced the response

rate to 51%, and 90% of the target response, respectively.

We similarly found that there was a graded effect of omitting

each of the contextual syllables, with the effect of omission

depending on proximity to the UP (Fig. 3). Omitting the last

contextual syllable, C, had the largest effect, reducing the

response rate to 32% of the target response rate, while omit-

ting B and A reduced the response to 62% and 70% of the

target response, respectively.

One might expect that informative syllables would have

a larger influence on target responses than contextual sylla-

bles. Strikingly, however, the designation of contextual vs

informative did little to explain a syllable’s impact on a

bird’s responses. A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA)

showed no effect of this variable on behavioral responses

(F¼ 0.03; DF¼ 1; p¼ 0.8). Instead, we found that the influ-

ence of individual syllables depended on their position in the

sequence rather than their direct relevance to differentiating

targets from distractors. A one-way ANOVA showed a

strong effect of sequence position (F¼ 40.15; DF¼ 5;

p< 0.0001). Post hoc comparisons showed that birds

responded significantly less to probe stimuli with omissions

(Fig. 3) and substitutions (data not shown) of each syllable

than to the full target motif. Birds’ responses were most dis-

rupted by manipulating the syllable Xt followed in order by

C,Yt,B,A,Zt (Post hoc rank sum tests show that responses for

manipulations of X were significantly less than for manipu-

lations of C (p< 0.001), responses for manipulations of C

were less than for manipulations of Y, B, and A (p< 0.01 in

all cases), and responses for manipulations of Y, B, and A

were significantly less than for manipulations of Z (p< 0.01

in all cases).

These data indicate that a syllable’s position in the

sequence determined its influence on target responses, but

they leave two possible explanations of how position influen-

ces syllable weighting. First, the global position of a syllable

in the motif (first, second, third, etc.) could be essential, such

that syllables at a certain point after the motif onset or before

the motif offset tend to be the most salient. Second, temporal

proximity to important sounds could be essential, with

syllables surrounding the UP having the greatest influence.

To disambiguate the effect of global position from that of

position relative to the UP (which were equivalent for birds

trained to discriminate among stimuli of the form

ABCXiYiZi), we trained two additional groups of birds to

discriminate targets of the form ABXiYiZiC and ABCDXiYi

from distractors of the same form [Fig. 3(b)]. For these

groups, the position of the UP was shifted to different abso-

lute positions in the motif, so among all birds position 3, 4,

or 5 contained the first informative syllable.

These additional experiments demonstrated that birds’

sensitivity to each syllable was determined by its position

relative to the UP. Responses from birds from all three

groups were run through a multi-factor ANOVA to compare

the effect of absolute motif position (1,2,3,4,5,6) vs the posi-

tion relative to the UP (�4,�3,�2,�1,0,1,2,3), as well as

informative vs contextual category. We found that relative

position explained the variance in birds’ responses much bet-

ter than other factors. In a three-way ANOVA, relative posi-

tion had a significant effect (F¼ 4.05; DF¼ 7; p< 0.001),

absolute position had no significant effect (F¼ 1.06;

DF¼ 5; p¼ 0.2), and informative vs contextual category had

no significant effect (F¼<0.11; DF� 1; p¼ 0.7;). Together,

the results from experiment 1 demonstrate that birds are sen-

sitive to disruptions of all syllables of the target stimulus,

but that sensitivity to disruptions depends systematically on

a syllable’s proximity to the UP.

4. Responses to the full motif were stronger than the
sum of responses to extracted components

Given that omitting C or Xt strongly decreased

responses, we wondered whether presenting these syllables

on their own could drive responses, or whether the most

important syllables only drove responses in the normal con-

text of the motif. To address this question, we measured how

responses to the full motif differed from linear sums of the

responses to various components. In general, responses to

the motifs were supra-linear sums of responses to subsets

of syllables. For example, we found that responses to the

syllable combination CXt presented alone, r(CXt), plus the

response to the rest of the target motif, r(AB_ _YtZt) was

only 27% 6 25% of the response to the entire target motif.

Similarly, r(ABC)þr(XtYtZt) was only 10% 6 15% of the

response to the full target. Although omitting the contextual

and target syllables had similar effects on target responses,

the two classes of syllables had different independent effects

on birds’ responses. This contrast is demonstrated by

r(ABC), which was zero or negligible for all birds tested,

and r(XtYtZt), which was significantly greater than zero for

all birds tested (Fig. 2).

These results demonstrate that the motif structure is key

to driving responses in this paradigm: the target syllables

most necessary to driving responses (C and Xt) were not

themselves sufficient to drive responses if they were pre-

sented out of their normal sequence positions. In this sense,

the finding that r(CXt) � r(ABCXtYtZt) indicates that the

surrounding “motif context” AB_ _YtZt, was also necessary

to elicit strong target responses.
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5. Birds demonstrated a graded sensitivity to spectral
shifts depending on syllable position

The experiments described above using omissions dem-

onstrate that the presence and identity of all the syllables in

the target sequence affected birds’ responses, but do not test

whether birds attend to the detailed spectral properties of all

the syllables. For instance, the extended gap when a syllable

has been omitted might itself act as a salient cue, like a rest

in music. To test the sensitivity of birds to spectral properties

of each syllable in the sequence, we presented motifs con-

taining spectrally shifted renditions of the syllables B, C, Xt,

and Yt (Fig. 4). Previous studies (Bregman et al., 2012;

Nagel et al., 2010) used analogous shifts applied to the entire

motif to examine birds’ selectivity and tolerance to pitch var-

iation in song classification. Here, this parametric manipula-

tion allowed us to measure how effects of varying the pitch

of individual syllables compared with those arising from

gross manipulations such as omissions and substitutions.

We found that birds were sensitive to spectral shifts of

all syllables tested [Figs. 4(b) and 4(c)]. There was a sym-

metric and monotonic decrease in response rate relative to

target as individual syllables were shifted either upwards or

downwards in frequency, and shifting of individual syllables

in each position by 60.12 octaves resulted in responses that

were comparable to those elicited by stimuli in which the

same syllables were completely omitted. Consistent with the

earlier observation that effects of syllable omissions

depended on proximity to the UP, we additionally found that

the percent reduction in response caused by a given shift in

frequency was greatest for the first informative syllable (syl-

lable X), followed by syllables Y, C, and B [Fig. 4(c)].

Similarly, we measured the bandwidth of effective syllables

{width of spectral shifts that elicited at least 75% of target

responses [red line Fig. 4(b)]}. The bandwidth of tuning

curves was narrowest for syllable X followed by Y, C, and B

[Fig. 4(d)]. These probe responses indicate that birds were

sensitive to the detailed spectral content of both informative

and contextual syllables surrounding the UP.

B. Experiment 2

The results from experiment 1 indicate that the sequen-

tial structure of motifs, in addition to the presence, identity,

and spectral content of particular sequence elements, was

important in driving target recognition. The reliance of target

recognition on both contextual and informative syllables

could reflect that birds are “listening for” the specific combi-

nations of these features that are normally present in the

target. However, an alternative possibility is that abnormal

features in the positions of the contextual syllables disrupts

or “vetoes” responses to the subsequent informative sylla-

bles. In experiment 2, we therefore were interested in

whether birds could learn to differentiate targets from dis-

tractors by virtue of recognizing specific combinations of

prefix and suffix elements.

To test this, we trained birds to discriminate targets of

the form ABCDEF and uvwxyz from distractors ABCxyz

and uvwDEF [Fig. 5(a)]. To perform this task, birds were

required to condition their responses to the second three

syllables of each motif (DEF or xyz) on the identity of the

first three syllables in the motif [ABC or uvw; Fig. 5(a)].

This stimulus organization created a UP analogous to that in

experiment 1. However, unlike experiment 1, birds had to

explicitly recognize combinations of the prefixes and suf-

fixes in order to identify the target, since each suffix could

be part of a target or distractor depending on the context.

1. Birds could discriminate targets from distractors
based on sequence combinations

Birds were able to learn the dual-target, dual-distractor

task in experiment 2. However, in preliminary experiments,

we found that birds had difficulty learning if they were pre-

sented with all four stimuli at the outset. Instead, we success-

fully trained birds by first presenting them with one target vs

two distractors at a time (1t vs 2d), rotating between targets

as birds learned to discriminate each target from the two dis-

tractors [Fig. 5(b)]. After birds reached asymptotic perfor-

mance in 1t vs 2d, we transitioned to both targets vs both

distractors (2t vs 2d). Birds never reached the level of perfor-

mance displayed in experiment 1, but they learned to

respond robustly to each target and suppress responses to

each distractor [Figs. 5(b) and 5(c)]. These results demon-

strate that birds can combine information from the prefix and

suffix to recognize the target stimuli.

2. Target recognition did not depend exclusively on
first order transitions

Experiment 2 demonstrates that ZFs are capable of dis-

criminating based on syllable combinations. But recognition

of the target and distractor combinations could depend only

on the local transition from the prefix to the suffix (CD and

wx for targets vs Cx and Wd for distractors). In this case,

the discrimination might only involve the recognition of the

transition itself (a syllable-length feature), rather than the

discrimination of syllable combinations over greater tempo-

ral extents.

To test which feature combination(s) birds utilized in

the task, we presented sets of unrewarded probe stimuli in

which both the target and distractor motifs were altered by

substituting syllables surrounding the transitions from prefix

to suffix, or rearranging the order of syllables surrounding

the transition from prefix to suffix. The rationale for these

probe stimuli is that if birds significantly discriminate among

probe stimuli in which particular features are manipulated

symmetrically in both the targets and the distractors, then

those features are not essential to birds’ discrimination

among the original training stimuli.

We found that birds continued to respond more strongly

to target probes than to distractor probes across stimuli in

which single novel syllables were substituted into each posi-

tion [Fig. 6(a)]. This indicates that birds were not exclusively

reliant on any specific pairwise transitions between adjacent

syllables in recognizing the target. However, for substitu-

tions into position 4, the discrimination between target and

distractor probes was no longer significant, suggesting that,

as in experiment 1, the first informative syllable following

the UP was especially important to target recognition. For
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grosser disruptions in which two or more syllables were

substituted, discrimination between target probes and dis-

tractor probes was completely eliminated [Figs. 6(b)–6(d)].

The loss of discrimination for these stimuli could reflect the

removal of specific features that are normally important for

differentiating targets from distractors, or alternatively could

reflect the introduction of abnormal features associated with

novel syllables.

In order to assess the importance of syllable ordering

without the confound of introducing novel syllables, we

tested responses to stimuli in which only the positions of the

original syllables were rearranged. We found that birds con-

tinued to discriminate robustly between all target and dis-

tractor probes in which each neighboring pair of syllables

were switched [Fig. 7(a)]. Indeed, discrimination continued

to be significant for most stimuli in which adjacent triplets of

syllables were rearranged [Figs. 7(b) and 7(c)] and was only

grossly reduced for more global rearrangements of syllables

[Figs. 7(d)–7(h)]. These data further demonstrate that birds

did not rely on any single pairwise transitions in discriminat-

ing among stimuli, but instead relied on distributed combina-

tions of features that distinguish targets from distractors.

IV. DISCUSSION

ZF motifs are similar to human words in time scale and

spectrotemporal complexity (Doupe and Kuhl, 1999), pro-

viding an opportunity to examine whether ZF motif process-

ing exhibits parallels to human word recognition. In this

study, we asked whether ZFs process motifs as word-like

units and to what degree birds are sensitive to word-like syl-

lable combinations present in the stimuli. We found several

striking parallels to human lexical processing associated

with word identification and discrimination. First, we found

that birds naturally learn to discriminate target stimuli from

overlapping distractors by relying on combinations of tem-

porally distributed features. Second, birds’ recognition of tar-

get stimuli depends not only on combinations of informative

stimulus features, but also includes sensitivity to the presence

of contextual features that do not differ between targets

and distractors. Third, birds exhibit particular sensitivity to

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

FIG. 7. (Color online) Responses to probes in which subsequences were

reversed or shuffled. Each row depicts a particular manipulation applied to

the target (green) and distractor (red) motifs. Responses are normalized by

subtracting each bird’s mean response to the distractor stimuli then dividing

by each bird’s mean response to target stimuli. Top: normalized response to

targets (100%) and distractors (0%). (a) Probes in which two neighboring

syllables were reversed (changes are highlighted by black outlines; positions

1–2, 2–3, 3–4, 4–5, and 5–6). (b) Probes in which triplets of syllables were

reversed (positions 1–2–3, 2–3–4, 3–4–5, and 4–5–6). (c) Probes in which

triplets of syllables were shuffled by one (positions 1–2–3, 2–3–4, 3–4–5,

and 4–5–6). (d) Probes in which four syllable subsequences were shuffled

(positions 1–2–3–4, 2–3–4–5, and 3–4–5–6). (e) Probes in which pairs of

syllables separated by 3 were reversed (positions 1–4, 2–5, and 3–6). (f)

Probes in which pairs of syllables separated by 4 were reversed (positions

1–5 and 2–6). (g) Probes in which the first and last syllable were reversed in

position (positions 1–6). (h) Probes in which all six syllables, (positions

1–2–3–4–5–6) were reversed. For each manipulation and each bird, the

average normalized response to the manipulated targets and manipulated

distractors was calculated, and the mean across birds 6SEM is plotted.

*’s indicate significant difference between the responses to target and dis-

tractor probes across n¼ 4 birds (paired t-test; ***p< 0.0001; **p< 0.01

*p< 0.05).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIG. 6. (Color online) Responses to substitutions of syllables in the target

and distractor motifs. Each row depicts a particular manipulation applied to

the target (green) and distractor (red) motifs. Responses are normalized by

subtracting each bird’s mean response to the distractor stimuli then dividing

by each bird’s mean response to target stimuli. Top: normalized response to

targets (100%) and distractors (0%). (a) Probes in which one syllable (in

positions 2, 3, 4, and 5) was replaced with novel syllables (N). (b) Probes in

which two syllables (in positions 2–3, 3–4, and 5–6) were replaced with

novel syllables (N). (c) Probes in which three syllables (positions 2–3–4 and

3–4–5) were replaced with novel syllables (N). (d) Probes in which four

syllables (positions 2–3–4–5) were replaced with novel syllables (N). For

each manipulation and each bird, the average normalized response to the

manipulated targets and manipulated distractors was calculated, and the

mean across birds 6SEM is plotted. *’s indicate significant difference

between the responses to target and distractor probes across n¼ 5 birds

(paired t-test; ***p< 0.0001; **p< 0.01 *p< 0.05).
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syllables and syllable combinations surrounding the UP,

where target motifs diverge from the cohort of distractors.

These parallels suggest that ZFs may provide a useful model

for investigation of underlying mechanisms that contribute to

perceptual processing associated with word recognition and

discrimination.

A. ZFs are sensitive to combinations of contextual and
informative elements

The ability to discriminate a target word from candi-

dates with an overlapping initial sequence (captain vs cap-

tive) as well as those with an overlapping final sequence

(captain vs cretin) demonstrates that word recognition

depends on extended temporal combinations. While word

recognition might occur quickly once sufficient evidence

becomes available, correct recognition nonetheless depends

on sensitivity to extended sequence features preceding and

following the UP (Marslen-Wilson, 1987); captain and cap-

tive can be discriminated based on the informative suffixes,

but are only meaningfully interpreted in the setting of the

contextual prefixes. While there are many aspects of lan-

guage acquisition and lexical processing of fluent speech

that differ from our operant training paradigm, we sought

specifically to model the combinatorial processing that is

required for the perception and discrimination of word-like

acoustic sequences.

Analogous to overlapping initial sequences in words,

the prefix in experiment 1 (ABC) defines the contextual set-

ting in which birds are confronted with informative suffixes

that enable distinction between the target (ABCXtYtZt) and

a cohort of distractors (ABCXdiYidZdi). In principle, birds

need not attend to the contextual syllables in the prefix to

discriminate between the targets and distractors (Fig. 1). Yet

omitting the contextual syllables (ABC) dramatically

reduced target responses (Fig. 2). Indeed, omitting the last

contextual syllable (C), reduced target responses nearly as

much as omitting the first informative syllable (X) (Fig. 2).

Further tests demonstrated that the presence, identity, and

spectral properties of the contextual features were necessary

to elicit full target responses (Figs. 2, 3, and 4). Hence, target

responses depended on contextual syllables, even when they

were not informative about the identity of targets vs distrac-

tors. Importantly, there was significant generalization of tar-

get responses to probe stimuli in which each individual

syllable was omitted or modified, indicating that target

responses did not rely exclusively on local acoustic features

present in the target stimuli (including, for example, the tran-

sition from C to X). Together, these data indicate a natural

tendency of ZFs, like humans, to combine information

across temporally distributed features, spanning contextual

and informative elements, in recognizing and discriminating

word-like stimuli.

Experiment 2 demonstrates a further capacity of birds to

combine information across features preceding and follow-

ing the UP in recognizing targets. In this experiment, birds

discriminated two targets, ABCDEF and uvwxyz from two

distractors ABCxyz and uvwDEF. Because the target and

distractor classes contained the same 12 syllables, birds

could not simply base their discrimination on the presence or

absence of any specific syllables (as was in principle possi-

ble for experiment 1). Rather, to accomplish this task, birds

were required to recognize unique combinations of syllables

from the prefix and suffix. Again, we found that birds main-

tained reduced but significant target responses to probe s-

timuli in which syllables in each position were disrupted,

demonstrating that target recognition did not depend exclu-

sively on local features or neighboring elements in the

sequences. This natural tendency of birds to develop sensi-

tivity to temporally distributed features in our experiment is

consistent with a recent report demonstrating that birds can

be trained to discriminate stimuli based on combinations of

two syllables with non-adjacent dependencies (Chen and ten

Cate, 2017). Overall, experiment 2 indicates that birds, like

humans, can differentiate word-like targets from distractors

by associating distinct responses with unique combinations

of a shared set of prefix and suffix elements. Together with

experiment 1, these results indicate that recognition of target

stimuli does not rely exclusively on sensitivity to local

acoustic features. Rather, birds develop sensitivity to tempo-

rally distributed features and can learn to discriminate

between stimuli based on specific sequence combinations.

B. ZF motif responses reflect sensitivity to the UP

Based on prevalent ideas about the effect of serial posi-

tion on recall and recognition, one might have expected

syllables in the early or later sequence positions to have the

greatest influence on recognition or reaction times (Wright

et al., 1985). Alternatively, syllables across all positions in

the stimulus might have contributed equally to recognition;

indeed, previous songbird studies that did not explicitly

model discrimination of motifs with overlapping, word-like

structure, found no consistent weighting of syllables as a

function of position (Cynx, 1993; Vernaleo and Dooling,

2011). Instead of these possibilities, we found that for sets

of stimuli with a well-defined UP, the influence of stimulus

features was strongly correlated with their proximity to the

UP (Fig. 3).

Prominent theories of auditory word recognition posit

that the UP is a privileged position in the auditory sequence

that is especially important in mapping phoneme sequences

onto internal representations (Marslen-Wilson, 1987). This

theory is supported by experiments indicating that humans

recognize a word as early as possible in the auditory

sequence; humans respond within hundreds of milliseconds

after the UP when directed to detect target words (Marslen-

Wilson, 1984; Marslen-Wilson and Tyler, 1980) or to make

decisions that require reference to lexical knowledge of a

target word (Radeau et al., 1989; Marslen-Wilson and

Zwitserlood, 1989).

ZF responses in our paradigm reflected sensitivity to the

UP that parallels these observations for lexical processing in

human speech. In experiment 1, response latencies and

birds’ sensitivity to local manipulations were both locked to

the position of the UP. Similarly, in experiment 2, probe

stimuli suggest that birds utilized the first syllables following

the UP (D in ABCDEF and x in uvwxyz) in order to
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discriminate the targets and distractors, though their perfor-

mance of the task did not rely exclusively on the first order

transitions from prefix to suffix (CD and wx vs Cx and wD).

These data indicate that birds in both experiments recog-

nized and responded to the target at a short latency following

the UP, even though there was additional information about

stimulus identity provided by each of the syllables following

the UP.

These results suggest that the recognition of word-like

stimuli by birds, as for humans, places a premium on rapid-

ity. In speech, fast recognition of words is thought to reflect

an efficient process that assesses word candidates in parallel

(Marslen-Wilson, 1987), and as such could minimize the

high order neural resources required to map sound sequences

onto meanings (Christiansen and Chater, 2016). In our spe-

cific task, where trials were spaced a minimum of 5 s apart,

there would seem to be little premium on responding imme-

diately following the UP, rather than attending to the remain-

ing informative syllables (which were completed within a

couple of hundred milliseconds). That birds responded

quickly after the UP suggests that the neural processes

involved in target detection focused on the earliest available

sounds that were informative about the target and distractor

motifs.

C. Semi-local representation of song sequences

Previous studies of song recognition by birds have

drawn a distinction between reliance on syllabic or sub-

syllabic features of birdsongs, termed “local features,” and

transitional or syntactic features that depend on the ordering

of multiple syllables in the motif, which have been termed

“global features” (ten Cate and Okanoya, 2012; Vernaleo

and Dooling, 2011; Braaten et al., 2006; Comins and

Gentner, 2013; van Heijningen et al., 2009; Gentner et al.,
2006; Okanoya et al., 2000). Such studies also have indi-

cated that some of the sensitivity to the global sequential

structure of stimuli may be built up from sensitivity to

“semi-local” representations of short sequences of syllables,

such as pairwise transitions between syllables (Chen and ten

Cate, 2015; Chen et al., 2015; van Heijningen et al., 2009,

2013). In our experiments, we similarly found that target rec-

ognition could depend on combinations of syllables distrib-

uted throughout the stimuli, but that birds were most

influenced by syllables in close proximity to the UP.

The graded disruption of target recognition in our task

arising from alteration of syllables around the UP provides a

particularly salient demonstration of the presence and

temporal extent of sensitivity to such semi-local features; for

example, in experiment 1, target discrimination only

required attending to the informative syllables (XYZ) that

followed the UP, but behavioral performance reflected

“unnecessary” sensitivity to the contextual syllables (ABC)

that preceded the UP. This sensitivity was remarkably strong

for the presence of the pairwise combination of syllables

CX, with a progressive decrease in sensitivity to both

contextual and informative syllables further from the UP (cor-

responding to a falloff over a period of many 10 s of millisec-

onds). The importance of semi-local features observed here

parallels observations for human language processing that sug-

gest a narrow temporal window, perhaps limited by some form

of acoustic or lexical short term memory, over which features

of speech can be combined (Christiansen and Chater, 2016).

Such sensitivity to semi-local syllable combinations in

our experiments could potentially arise in at least two con-

ceptually distinct ways. The enhanced sensitivity to features

around the UP might reflect the temporal extent of an

“attentional window” focused on the onset of informative

syllables following the UP. In this case, birds might learn to

recognize the target based on the co-occurrence of features

(including contextual syllables) that fall within this window.

Alternatively, alterations of the acoustic features preceding

the UP might influence the recognition of subsequent infor-

mative syllables. Such an influence of preceding “acoustic

context” on perception of successive speech sounds has been

demonstrated for both humans (Holt and Lotto, 2008; Mann,

1980) and birds (Lachlan and Nowicki, 2015; Lotto et al.,
1997) and potentially could reflect interactions in the proc-

essing of successive sounds even at the earliest stages of the

auditory system, prior to any learned representation of the

target stimulus.

D. Neural mechanisms involved in sequence
recognition

The behavioral sensitivity of ZFs to semi-local, word-

like sequence combinations raises the possibility of examin-

ing the neural substrates that underlie the representation and

perception of such stimuli. Previous neurophysiological

studies have demonstrated responses to playback of the

bird’s own song (BOS) in ZF auditory forebrain and song

pre-motor areas in male ZFs. These responses exhibit strik-

ing sensitivity to syllable combinations present in the BOS

sequence (Bouchard and Brainard, 2013; Lewicki and

Arthur, 1996; Margoliash and Fortune, 1992). Moreover,

disruptions of these brain regions can have an influence on

performance of birds in song recognition tasks (Brenowitz,

1991; Scharff et al., 1998). However, because responses in

these song-specialized regions are primarily selective for the

BOS, it remains unclear how they might effectively contrib-

ute to perceptual processing of other song stimuli. Indeed,

several lines of evidence suggest that other high order audi-

tory regions, separate from song specific structures, might be

engaged in representation of behaviorally relevant song

stimuli. In particular, neurons in these auditory regions

respond preferentially to conspecific songs compared to

other stimuli (Calabrese and Woolley, 2015; Woolley et al.,
2010) but can also develop enhanced representations of song

stimuli that have particular behavioral relevance to an indi-

vidual, including the sequential organization of syllables

(Gentner and Margoliash, 2003; Schneider and Woolley,

2013).

One barrier to understanding how the neural representa-

tion of extended sensory features in such higher auditory

areas relates to stimulus recognition is that natural sequen-

ces, such as songs, contain ambiguous and potentially redun-

dant features and feature combinations. The redundant

stimulus features present a challenge for interpreting both
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behavioral and neural responses to natural vocal sequences

because it is difficult to tell which features in the stimuli

drive learned behavioral and neural responses (Gentner and

Margoliash, 2003; Kiggins et al., 2012). In our experiments,

limiting the features and feature combinations available to

birds enforced consistent and quantifiable behavioral

responses that depended on experimentally defined informa-

tive features, but were also influenced by contextual features

in the preceding sequence. Of particular interest is whether

training on this type of operant task, which has previously

been demonstrated to lead to selective representation of

salient stimuli in the avian auditory system (Gentner and

Margoliash, 2003; Schneider and Woolley, 2013), might

lead to a specialized representation of task relevant sequence

combinations, such as syllable transitions surrounding the

UP (Kocagoncu et al., 2017; Zhuang et al., 2014). More

broadly, because birds in our target discrimination task

exhibit behavioral sensitivity to stimulus features that mirror

aspects of human lexical processing, they offer an attractive

opportunity in future studies to examine potentially shared

neural mechanisms that contribute to recognition and dis-

crimination of word-like stimuli.
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